
Contact us now to book a demo. You will never look back!

Telephone : +33 (0)1 86 95 01 01
Email : support@dental-monitoring.com
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An orthodontic treatment is not just about the time spent 
at the practice. DM is the premium service your patients 
have been waiting for.

FOR YOUR PATIENTS

Inspiring motivation 
Amaze patients and parents with real time progress reports. The DM App is 
a complete timeline of their treatment: they can see how far they’ve come 
with their previous photos, and access your past communication. Patients 
can see their smile changing, keeping them motivated and engaged.

Better appointments
Personalized care outside the practice means you can focus on what’s 
important when you see your patients. The time spent at the practice will be 
optimized for all, with more convenience to patients and parents.

Exceptional care
With DM, patients receive relevant advice, crafted by you, and based on 
powerful analysis of their real-time progress. This means personalized care, 
with fewer incidents, and even remote assessment of emergencies. They 
know you’re in control, and that they’re in good hands, always.

Connected orthodontics



BE THE HERO THEY’RE LOOKING FOR

Elevate standards of care

Provide instant feedback to your  

patients wherever they are, every  

time they need it.

Engage with your patients

Connect with each of your patients  

effortlessly, at a scale you never 

thought possible.

Empower your team

Help your team plan ahead, stay  

focused, and deliver the best  

experience for your patients. 

Set up your DM Live™

Choose the information you want to 

receive from over 120 clinical triggers 

detected by DM. Set up automatic  

messages and instructions to your 

patients and your team.

Multiply patient engagement

Each of your patients will receive automatically  

your individual feedback on their treatment after 

every DM Scan. Each message is in your own 

words, and can come in unlimited variations. Your 

patients receive the right advice at the right time... 

because it comes from you.

Infuse your team with confidence

Your team instructions are matched to the 

messages sent to your patients. Your preset 

instructions will help your team prioritize their 

tasks and stay on top of things. Your patients 

will enjoy a seamless experience at every point.

Choosing DM is like building an extension of your practice, right inside the smartphones of your 
patients. DM helps you connect with all your patients, monitor and guide their treatment, and 
organize your team’s workflow.

An app for home monitoring

From their own smartphone, patients are guided 

through DM Scans™: a series of intraoral images 

taken at a frequency you choose. Because the DM 

app is downloaded on your patients’ phones,  

patients can take DM Scans wherever they are.

Intelligent image analysis

DM blends powerful algorithms with clinical 

insight to extract information from DM Scans™. 

Based on your DM Live™ settings, you receive 

notifications that are clinically relevant,  

important to you, and timely.


